
Tsiresy thanked Giles.  He had begun by saying that the global climate crisis has been caused 
by consumption, and that those least responsible were suffering most.  He had ended by 
saying that small actions can have disproportional benefits.  Tsiresy had attended COP-26 as 
part of a Lutheran delegation and he heard the USA President saying that it was hard to 
divest too quickly from fossil fuels because it would affect jobs.  But the fallacy in that is that 
fuel costs are rising, the poorest communities are suffering, and that is down to the fossil 
fuel companies.  He also brought out a gender issue; women are responsible for most of the 
world’s agricultural production so the floods and droughts caused by climate change 
disproportionally affect women in the developing world.  So thinking about these things in 
an inclusive and inter-faith way is very important. 
 
MIDDAY PRAYERS FOR PEACE IN UKRAINE 
 
Bishop Tor B Jørgensen, Pastor Meelis Süld, Sally Barnes, Eliza Zikmane led our prayers, that 
weapons of war may be put away, that people may follow ways of justice and walk in the 
path of truth.  We prayed that the weapons of war and hatred and division be banished so 
that all God’s children may sleep secure.  In praying for all living close to war and conflict we 
prayed especially for the people of Ukraine and Russia, that there may be a peaceful 
resolution to conflict.  We asked that God would give us hearts of hospitality and sanctuary 
towards those fleeing conflict.  We confessed our tendency towards violence and prayed 
that we might move towards the humanity God intends.  We recalled that God in Jesus gave 
his life and in so doing reconciled the world to himself.  We prayed that we might create 
reconciliation and peace in our hearts and homes, in our streets and communities, and in 
our nations. 
 
There was a reading from Isaiah 2.2-5, including the prayer that God would show us his 
ways that we might walk in his paths, that weapons be transformed into useful tools, and 
that nations should not learn war any more. 
 
We prayed for the Church that, in times of crisis, she may speak words of truth and justice, 
act with compassion and be a sign of Christ’s love for all who are suffering; for world 
leaders that they may be guided by integrity and wisdom and work together so that peace 
may flourish; for people suffering hunger in many parts of the world; and for our parishes 
and communities that, in this time of Lent, we may reach out in solidarity to our brothers 
and sisters in need. 
 
Finally, trusting that God hears the prayers of all his children, we said the Lord’s Prayer in 
our own native languages. 
 
A prayer of thanksgiving was then said for the food we were about to eat and for those who 
had prepared it for us, and the lunch break began during which videos were shown both in 
the church and online for people to watch at home. 
 
 


